LEGO® CITY

Boating School
Individual pedal / electric boats with interactive steering. Riders must be able to sit upright and have upper arm strength. A companion is recommended. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

The Shipyard
Play area with interactive elements. The first level of play is wheelchair accessible. A companion is recommended. Children must be supervised in this free play area.

LEGOLAND® EXPRESS
A slow-moving train ride through LEGOLAND City and MINILAND. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required.

LEGOLAND® City Airport
Stick powered, two-person biplanes that ascend and descend according to stick movement. Riders using a wheelchair or scooter must be able to transfer out of their wheelchair / scooter to ride. Guests will need a companion to assist. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Junior Driving School
Individual pedal / electric cars with interactive steering. Riders must be able to use the foot pedal and steer the cars themselves. Ride is not suitable for guests who are legally blind. Drivers between the ages of 3–5 only. Enter via general access only; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Driving School
Individual pedal / electric cars with interactive steering. Riders must be able to use the foot pedal and steer the cars themselves. Ride is not suitable for guests who are legally blind. Drivers between the ages of 6–13 only. Enter via general access only; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

LEGO® TECHNIC®

Project X, junior ride
A fast-moving roller coaster. Riders must have upper body control and will need a companion to assist with boarding. Riders must have both hands on the lap bar and be able to stand up in the event of an evacuation. Enter via exit for lift access. Transfer is required.

AQUAZONE® Wave Racers
A fast-moving water ride. Riders must have upper body and lower body control and will need a companion to assist with boarding. Riders must have both hands on the lap bar. Riders must have full use of both arms to control the movement of the vehicle and be able to stand up. Enter through general access. Guests may be able to transfer to ride vehicle’s seating with assistance from a member of their party.

LEGOMINDSTORMS®/LEGOLAND® Academy
An indoor play / LEGO building area. Accessible to all guests. Participants must be at least 10 years old to participate. Please make reservations early; space is limited.

LEGO® STAR WARS™ Miniland
Experience the universe and force in a mini but epic way at our newly breathtakingly detailed LEGO® STAR WARS™ Miniland indoor model display!

LEGO® TECHNIC®

TECHNIC Twister
A fast-spinning electric-powered ride. Riders must have upper and lower body control due to centrifugal force of the ride. A companion is recommended for loading and unloading. Enter via general access only; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

LAND OF ADVENTURE
Dino Island
A fast-moving boat ride with a drop. Rider must be able to sit upright alone and have upper body control. Riders must have both hands on the lap bar and be able to stand up in the event of an evacuation. Enter via exit to enjoy this attraction; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Lost Kingdom Adventure
A moving vehicle with targets to aim at. Strobe lighting effects are used. Riders must have full upper body control and a companion is recommended. A special vehicle is available for those with access needs. Enter via general access only; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Beetle Bounce
A bouncing ride. Riders must have full upper and lower body control without assistance. A companion is recommended. Enter via general access only; kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Pharaoh’s Revenge
A two-storey free play area where children and adults shoot foam balls from cannons. Second storey is accessible through a crawl area located to the left of the main entrance. Guests must have upper body control and a companion is recommended. Children must be supervised.

ACCESS GUIDE

LEGOLAND® Malaysia Resort's shops, restaurants, show venues and the majority of our rides and attractions are accessible to guests who use wheelchairs. Please use this guide in addition to the Park Map to ensure your safety and enjoyment. Children aged 12 years and under must be accompanied by an adult. For your safety, be sure to check the “Let’s Have Fun And Be Safe” board located at the main entrance of each ride. Please take a moment to read carefully before considering a ride or attraction for you and your child. For your safety, exceptions to the posted ride restrictions are not possible.

REMEMBER: All guests must wear a suitable mask to ensure the your safety and enjoyment. Children aged 2 and under may not enter. Area may be closed due to bad weather conditions. Please check the Park Map for changed conditions.

Ride Restrictions:
The responsible caregiver should be at least 10 years old. Riders / guests must remain seated at all times. Riders / guests with disabilities must ride with an assistant in case of any emergency. Riders / guests must not be under the influence of an impairment or in an orientation without assistance. It is a legal requirement to ensure you are in possession of any prescribed medication and / or medical equipment, including inhalers, walkers, crutches, aids, spectacles, food, drink and accessories are allowed on the rides.